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Introduction
Consumer spending has been moving online at an increasing pace over 
the last 20 years, and businesses that have anticipated this have been 
rewarded with access to more customers, broader markets, and growing 
revenue. The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically accelerated the trend 
and made accepting online payments even more critical. The shift from 
offline to online commerce will continue beyond the pandemic’s time 
horizon. Adaptive companies integrating future-proofed, tech-forward 
payments solutions today will be best placed to stay ahead of the trend 
for years to come. 

Stripe commissioned Forrester Consulting to evaluate the payment 
technologies, strategies, and future capabilities firms are investing in 
to become more adaptive. Forrester conducted an online survey with 
495 respondents across the globe, and 221 respondents came from the 
European region.

KEY FINDINGS

 › Retailers plan to expand, rather than contract, their business during 
the pandemic. Instead of seeing the pandemic as a moment to retreat, 
the majority of retailers plan to expand their businesses in the next 12 
months by creating new revenue streams and/or increasing their global 
reach in an attempt to respond to evolving consumer behaviors. 

 › Retailers face resource and expertise blockers as they pursue 
new business models and international expansion. Expanding 
into new markets and launching new business models requires 
significant domain expertise and often deep resources. Meeting local 
requirements such as adding relevant payment methods and ensuring 
compliance creates massive overhead when handled in an ad hoc 
fashion, but retailers that have the right payments partner can avoid 
this. Additionally, as businesses grow and expand internationally, they 
can be exposed to new fraud threats. 

 › Businesses that invest in the right payments technology are able 
to quickly execute growth strategies. Partnering with a tech-forward 
payments provider unlocks functionality beyond just payments. By 
arming retailers with powerful tools to manage fraud, more choice to 
offer consumers in how they pay, and the ability to make data-driven 
decisions, payments providers can enable businesses to expand into 
new global markets and layer new business models on top of their 
existing ones more quickly than their competitors. 

The pandemic has accelerated changes in the 
retail industry. Companies that are investing in 
payments technology suddenly find themselves at 
a dramatic competitive advantage.  
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Retailers Plan To Expand Their Business, 
Rather Than Contract, During The 
Pandemic
While the pandemic has had myriad negative impacts across most sectors, 
a higher percentage of survey respondents (35%) reported positive overall 
effects on their business. Only 10% reported negative effects. Retailers’ 
business priorities over the next 12 months are focused on (see Figure 1):

 › Creating proactive growth strategies during the pandemic: Rather 
than taking a “keep the lights on” approach, retailers are looking to 
capitalize on new opportunities as more consumers move online. 
Driven by the pandemic and technological advancements, retailers 
in Europe are now focused on implementing new payment methods 
(36%), diversifying payment vendors (29%), and gathering more 
customer data and insights from payments (27%). Historically, the 
impediments to these opportunities have been related to currency, 
regulation, and language localization. Without these impediments, 
retailers are able to make proactive growth decisions.

 › Improving their ability to expand into new global markets: Integrating 
a payments platform that streamlines growing into new markets is 
key to staying competitive and growing efficiently. More than half of 
respondents (57%) said they’re looking to expand their geographical 
reach over the next 12 months. Payments infrastructure can empower 
retailers to expand with minimum friction and make strategic decisions 
that require minimum investment.

 › Adding new revenue streams: Most retailers (51%) plan to adopt new 
business models in the next 18 months. As consumer preferences 
evolve, adding new revenue streams and business models to get 
ahead of those preferences can’t be dependent on internal product 
and engineering resources. As a result, the majority of businesses 
(56%) have made it a critical or high priority to speed up their ability to 
respond to market changes.

Figure 1

“What are the things your business is prioritizing in payments 
over the next 18 months in response to COVID-19?”
(Select up to 3)

“Which of the following initiatives are likely to be your 
organization’s top business priorities over the next 12 
months?” (Showing top 3 “Critical” and “High priority” only)

Base: 221 directors or above with knowledge and responsibility of payment functions at their firm
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Stripe, September 2020

36% Implement new payment methods (e.g., buy now pay 
later, digital wallets)

29% Diversifying payment vendors 

27% Gather more customer data and insights from 
payments

57% Expand our geographical reach

56% Improve the experience of our customers

56% Accelerate our response to business and market 
changes
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Retailers Face Resource And Expertise 
Blockers As They Pursue New Business 
Models And International Expansion
The changes in consumer behavior and preferences that have emerged 
during the pandemic are likely to persist after a return to “the new 
normal.” Retailers know they need to adapt to these changes to continue 
growing, but they are struggling to overcome resource and expertise 
constraints when pivoting their business.

 › Complexities of new global markets: A majority of retailers find 
international expansion challenging. As retailers move into new 
global markets, they face new sets of payment-method preferences, 
localization nuance, and regulatory hurdles. Being able to localize 
payment options is a challenge, but to truly support a particular 
market, it requires comprehensive language support. However, 42% 
of respondents said their firm doesn’t have that capability. To fluidly 
function within different markets and regions, firms also will need to 
adapt to different rules and regulations. But 44% of respondents said 
their firm lacks the local expertise to understand country-specific 
policies and regulations around payments (see Figure 2). 

52% of respondents 
said they find it 
challenging or very 
challenging to expand 
into new geographical 
markets.

Figure 2
Top challenges around international expansion and cross border payments 
acceptance

Base: 221 directors or above with knowledge and responsibility of payment functions 
at their firm
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Stripe, 
September 2020

48% Lack of internal payment expertise on trends, future state, etc. 

44% Understanding country-specific policy and regulatory issues around 
payments

43% New patterns of payment fraud from new markets

42% Lack of language support

39% Connecting to local acquirers

39% Accepting local payment methods

34% Lack of local currencies exchange support
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 › Changes to consumer behavior: Time spent on keeping up with 
payment trends such as new consumer payment preferences is 
one of the top challenges that retailers face. To maintain and grow 
revenue, retailers need to create new experiences and business 
models that cater to their customers in ways that previously weren’t 
necessary or even possible. For instance, 31% of retailers are planning 
to implement recurring payment capabilities, indicating their desire 
to offer purchasing plans that meet increasing customer demands for 
subscription products (see Figure 3). 

 › Greater risk of fraud: In times of volatility, fraudsters find new 
opportunities. In fact, 38% have experienced increased fraud 
attempts during the pandemic, and 57% said that improving fraud 
detection is a high priority or critical initiative over the next 12 months. 
Retailers lacking a sophisticated fraud management system need 
to invest hundreds of hours of manual information gathering and 
communication. Nearly a third of respondents use a rule-based fraud 
management system, which can be expensive to maintain and lacks 
the ability to detect new fraud patterns (see Figure 4). 

Figure 3

are planning to implement recurring 
payment capabilities.

Base: 221 directors or above with 
knowledge and responsibility of payment 
functions at their firm
Source: A commissioned study conducted 
by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Stripe, 
September 2020

31%

Figure 4

“What are the top three challenges of your current fraud management solution if it is purely rule-based and not 
machine-learning based?” (Select top 3)

Base: 221 directors or above with knowledge and responsibility of payment functions at their firm
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Stripe, September 2020

73% Requires significant amount of manual work and supervision of the rule-based model

65% High false-positive rate which leads to bad customer experience (CX) 

61% Expensive to integrate, implement and maintain as data sets increase
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Businesses That Invest In Payments 
Technology Are Able To Quickly Execute 
Growth Strategies
Payments technology is the key to unlocking new global markets without 
the pain of integrating new payments methods and ensuring local 
compliance (see Figure 5):

 › Built-in compliance and payment methods: Retailers that can quickly 
execute against an expansion strategy without the additional logistical 
overhead of building in-house have a valuable head start on their 
competitors. By investing in tech-forward payments platforms, retailers 
can be confident that their next strategic move won’t be blocked by 
resource constraints or external factors. 

 › Solutions for now and the future: Businesses must build underlying 
infrastructure to accommodate future consumer behaviors. As 
consumer preferences change, partnering on future-proof payments 
technology allows retailers to keep pace with the latest trends, and 
to future-proof for what’s coming next. Adaptive retailers planning for 
the future are looking to payments providers to bring them extended 
capabilities such as loyalty services (55%), card-linked offers programs 
(47%), and white-labeled consumer lending services (45%). 

Figure 5

“Going forward, which solutions can your payment provider(s) improve on?” (Rank top 5) 

Base: 221 directors or above with knowledge and responsibility of payment functions at their firm
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Stripe, September 2020

55% Loyalty services (e.g., coalition loyalty, white-labeled loyalty program)

49% More accounting and financial insights 

47% Card-linked o�ers programs

44% Improve authorization rates and reduce declines

44% White-labeled consumer lending services
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 › Freedom to focus on core business: Many retailers are frustrated with 
the resources that are occupied by managing payments vendors. Forty-
five percent struggle with vendor documentation and 43% struggle with 
insufficient developer tools (see Figure 6). Retailers that partner with 
tech-forward payments vendors free themselves up to focus on their 
core business, rather than sinking time and cost into building internally 
or micromanaging vendors. Focusing on core business also means not 
worrying about accepting new payment methods or staying ahead of 
trends in fraud detection.

Figure 6

“Overall, what would you say are the top challenges of working with your payment 
vendors?” (Showing top 3) 

Base: 221 directors or above with knowledge and responsibility of payment functions at 
their firm
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Stripe, 
September 2020

45% Vendor documentation that is not easy to use

44% Lack of su�cient reporting

43% Inexperienced support and developer tools while integrating
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Key Recommendations
During this pandemic, trends that have long been apparent in the global 
payments industry have dramatically accelerated. As more commerce 
moves online, the role of online payments infrastructure as a strategic 
lever for enabling a whole range of new opportunities, from launching 
new business models to expanding into new markets, has become clear. 
Forrester’s in-depth survey of business decision-makers about the state 
of payments in retail and what the future entails offers several important 
recommendations:

Consider payments as a tool for unlocking growth. Many retailers used 
to think of payments as a cost center rather than a revenue-creating 
opportunity. Retailers that see their payments solution as an opportunity 
to grow revenue and market share will enjoy a competitive advantage. 
Payments should be a critical strategic consideration for retailers as they 
execute ambitious growth plans in a highly volatile and competitive market.

Remove outdated payments setups that can hold back key business 
priorities such as international expansion and creating new revenue 
streams. Payments is core to every business process, so it’s essential for a 
company’s adaptability. Retailers can leverage payment solutions to gather 
more real-time data insights across operations and finance to help them 
make smarter decisions. They should be able to depend on those payments 
solutions to scale with them, anticipating needs and abstracting complexity.

Find a payment partner — not just a provider — that can help you 
expand and grow with ease. The right payments provider can help you 
implement new or local payment methods in a new market without friction 
and facilitate your global expansion speed. It can also help you defend 
yourself against increasingly sophisticated fraud attacks to avoid further 
revenue loss by equipping you with machine learning-based solutions. 
Your payments provider should give you the right insights to help you 
focus on your business plan without worrying about the investment 
required to expand into new markets, layer new business models, or offer 
new customer experiences.  
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Appendix A: Methodology 
In this study, Forrester conducted an online survey of 495 respondents who are responsible for payments initiatives 
at their firm, and 221 respondents are from the European region. Survey participants included decision-makers, and 
questions provided to the participants explored what payment technologies and strategies their firms are employing 
to become more adaptive.

Appendix B: Demographics/Data

Base: 221 directors or above, with knowledge and responsibility of payment functions at their firm.
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Stripe, September 2020

IndustryCountry of respondent

Retail (excluding luxury goods) 14%

Electronics 14%

Consumer product goods 14%

Technology and/or technology services 13%

Grocery/food and beverage 12%

Healthcare and beauty 12%

Home goods/improvement
(e.g., sofas, refrigerators, blenders, etc.) 12%

Luxury retail (e.g., designer clothing, 
handbags, footwear, and accessories) 10%

25%
France

25%
Germany

25%
The Netherlands

25%
United Kingdom

Organization size

11%
100 to 499 employees

37%
500 to 999 employees

52%
1,000 to 4,999

employees
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